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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, AUGUST 11, 1913.
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Caracas, Aug. H. General Torres
Loudon, Aug. II. Foreign delegates
to tiiu International
Castro, a relative of former President
.Medical CongivfH
Cipriano Castro was captured on
today occupied front seats at the
Friday by the government
troops
weekly meeting of the Women's Socommanded by Generals
cial and Political uiiio.;, the militant,
Corcegas,
Sayago and Bustameiit.e, according to
Mrs. KinL'-insuffragette organization.
an olficlul communication.
Punkhurst was prisent, attended,
A number of General Torres Casby a nurse. She made a brief speech
HE CALLS
AT THE AMERICAN EMAFTER WEEKS
OF WAITING,
RARITY
IN
A PRESIDENT
WILSON BELIEVES, WITH which lacked the
CONGRESS,
tro's officers who had fled to the
fire and militancy of DENVER IS THRONGED WITH
BASSY
FOR A CONFERENCE.-A- LSO mountains of Macuro after the defeat
She we!- GRESSMtN NOW HAVE A GOOD
DEMOCRATIC
SENATOR
FROM
SENATOR
WILLIAMS. THAT AN her previous addresses.
ALL
FROM
OVER
of Castro's adherents on July 28 when
omerl the doctors, saving she sun-- !
MEETS WITH DR. WILLIAM they attacked the government, forces
CHANCE TO
THE
NEW
SELF
QUIZ
SCORES THE
BEING l',08Nl
HAMPSHIRE,
ORGANIZED ATTEMPT IS
"""
THE
UNITED
IN
READSTATES,
1"'r the strange movement
in the city of Macuro also wore taken
to
BAYARD KALE, ANOTHER ENVOY
OLD
CONFESSED
ON
LOBBYIST
GUARD
ANO
KIS:
MADE TO BRING ON WAR WITHjt"t in sweeping the whole world ami
SANCTIONS
INESS FOR THE 32ND CONCLAVE
prisoners.
weaker sex able'
making the
Fighting continues in the state of
OF PRESIDENT WILSON.
CHARGES.
PRESENT BILL.
WHICH STARTS
lYltAlliU.
to go through
Tachira.
w hicnj
experiences
would have been deemed incredible a
The army of government troops arfew years ago."
rived at Maracay on Friday under the
NO DEMONSTRATION
COTTON MILLS ARE
command of President Juan Vicente BARTHOLDT REGARDED
FNITF Wll I NAT
marking that her Ik icnso had ex MICHIGAN NOT ALLOWED
Gomez.
nired, Mrs. Panklmrst attributed hei
FOLLOWS HIS ARRIVAL
HIM AS MESSENGER BOY
UNMERCIFULLY HANDLED
to the deThe United
States cruiser Des
TO COMPETE FOR AWARDS
DISCUSS MEXICAN AFFAIRS immunity from
sire of the government to avoid Its
.Moines was due to arrive in Venezue- occurrence while the medical congress-iIan waters yesterday. The archbishop
.vtexico city, Aug. II
in session.
Washington, l. ('., Aug. 11. After
of Caracas today instructed the clergy
Washington, D. C, Aug. 11
Denver, Colo., Aug. 11. Before
Washington, I). C, Aug. 11. Presi
One of Sylvia Pankhurnt's arms was
John Lind, the personal envoy or Pres- to pray for peace.
of waiting the house lobby com-- j tor Mollis, of Xew Hampshire,
crowd of Denver citizens and
Wilson let it. be known today torn and bruised in the course
watching
dent
of yes
ident Wilson, in Mexico City, today ingot a chance today to grill ,crat, flayed the coininKiee on maim that he was inclined to believe there
visiting spectators, which numbered
battle
the
between
suffraterday's
stalled himself in temporary offiea at
Martin M. Mulhall on his wholesale fm,,ure8 of New England in a tariff was an
CLAIMS BIG
organized desire, proceeding gettes and police at Downing streer. into the thousands, commandery aftthe United States embassy as ur.olli-cia- l
of influence with various con- - '"pefC!l ,0d"y ,'" ,W,hlch 1,0 declared
She is still suffering from the effect
charges
commandery of Knights Templar
to
to
sources
him
from
unknown
DEFICIT
ON
not
had
been
dis
Kngland
adviser to the American Charge
gressmen and corruption of employes .criminated against and denied that bring on a war between the United of her hunger strike during her last detrained at the union depot today to
detention in jail, but her condition is! attend the thirty second triennial
ELECTRIC LINES of the house. The
d'affaires, Nelson O'Snaughnessy. Mr.
the
tariff reduction would ruin tho States and Mexico.
lobbyist
not serious.
conclave of the order, which formally
L.nd passed several hours in close
not
The
president, does
of the National Association of Mann- - textile industry there.
regard the
Comman-derie- s
will open here tomorrow.
'San
Francisco, Aug. II. The South facturers, appeared with the senate
"The cotton
conference with the charge.
manufacturers have movement as extensive hut as very
from Massachusetts,
Maine,
ern Pacific company gave out through
to
troublesome
and
Ihe
referred
itnken
misrepreand
at
who
has
RIOT
highest
protection
been
his
was
arms,
paid
Mr. Lind
an early riser th's
FOLLOWS
sergeant
Xew Hampshire,
Illinois,
Virginia,
its news bureau today a statement constant
newsin
some
individual
sentations
he
pauper
said.
are
wages,"
bodyguard since his expo"They
morning. The sun had not mounted that it is losing more than three and
.Michigan, Missouri, New York, PennI. W. W. TALKS
compelled by statute to work humane papers.
sure.
high above the mountains before h a half millions
Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Insylvania,
on
Its
hours
shared
some
suburban
he
Indicated
and conduct their business on
lie
that
yearly
A letter from Representative
ON
was astir. He took a stroll through
western
and
states were
central
diana,
and
electricalized
railway
train ser
what tlie views of Senator Williams
now in Europe was first pro jhumane lines; and not one has
the park in front of his hotel and down vice in Alameda
among the arrivals.
reduced
county.
hours
of labor. who declared in a speech last Satur
the
duced.
San Francisco avenue before the shutWith pretty
decision
Minot, X. D., Aug. 11. State troops
the Sir
On operating expenses
to control the government day that an organized lobby existed
alone, no;
Bartholdt was on Mulhall's list of They
ters were removed from the windows. counting
may be called out today to preserve, Knights stepped from their trains and
on .capi those
unearned
interest
to
in
lubor
war.
involve
States
United
Prevent
the
and
!to
legislation
A few hours later an embassy auto- tal
susceptible to influence. His
investment, the deficit for 1912-13- .
There is no occasion for alarm in order if an attempt is made by the In- formed into lines of march, preceded
declared no representative of icaue imt ,axes- t0 control the police
mobile called at the hotel and con
,
according to the statement, was $364,-00- the Manufacturers
the opinion of the president, who told dustrial Iron Workers of the World by their escort from the Colorado
ever
influenced !anu "lreri'' courts, and Becure
veyed Mr. Lind to the embassy of
The figures given out today in
id for the suppression of strikes callers today lhat within the
last to continue the street meetings which commandery and followed by their
but
admitted
that
of
his
itry
because
the United Stales, where, to the ac clude interest, taxes, and other fixed
i ney secure
tS
rates
for
Mexican
had hte last night resulted In the arrest ladies, many of whom were garbed or
hours
the
their
situation
special
vote
the
Hughes amendment
against
companiinent of the hammering of charges on a property investment 01
of eighty persons.
bedraped in some uniform which be
and
other
goods
was
the
from
It
made
privileges
improved
materially.
antiexempting labor unions from
carpenters in adjoining rooms, they $46,000,000.
of
their
Incensed of alleged insults to the spoke the commanderies
railroads.
the
election
the
to
They
clear
those
with
oppose
by
trust prosecution under the sundry
president
were preparing the household goods of The Southern Pacific is
American
in
Knights.
the
citizens
attacked
of
Democrats
flags,
emheavily
their
whom
he
discussed
situation
the
by
coercing
that
civil
bill,
manuexecutive
the
of
the
AmLane
the
former
Wilson,
Henry
terested in electric traction on the facturers
Industrial Workers and scenes of ex- - The Detroit Commandery No. 1,
him ployes and they take inordinate profit the instructions to John Lind, his pererican ambassador here, for shipmeiit Pacific coast. These
voluntarily promised
and prevent tariff raises.
It is a sonal, representative, were chiefly to lcltement followed. The police were with its battalion of 112 strong,
properties, the moral snnnnW
to the United States, the adviser eninable to control the rioters, and brought prolonged applause by its excompany recently announced, are to
laudation whether one factory of this inform
the American
government
Bartholdt wrote in part:
tered on his duties.
be segregated and run separate from
called
on the sheriff and the fire de- cellence of maneuver.
H"-ut
in
how
stood
,ul
"",u
m"iuuu.v.
"
Mexico,
'As a member of the cnmrnil.ee
things
generally
In the meanwhile, Mrs. Parke, tho. the steam lines.
The Milwaukee Sir Knights als.
this
of
adult
Interpreting
partment.
were
and
what
operatives
the opportunities
"Thousands
just
come in con-- '
wife of an attache, who is doing the.
labor, I have
policy to mean lower wages and more tact with Van naturally
iwork for $7 a week and live, tind
Arresls were still being made today, were marked for much applause from
for the good offices of the United
Schwedt-mahonors in the absence of Mrs. O'Shau-heness- restrive
Cleave
and
conditions of employment,
The death ra'e States In the Interest of peace.
although the jail was crowded to over- the spectators.
and also with Emery and Mulhall wretched conditions.
called on Mrs. Lind and arA feature of the Michigan comman-dery'A threatening mob
flowing.
1 never
or
Sooner
it
was
surged
later,
out,
on
but
pointed
looked
the latter as
ranged for a drive this afternoon men ana umgineers, the Brotherhood
drill battalion which was quick,
United
,
,,
Slates.
It
is
cer
about
the
as
the
but
Mr.
Lind
will
make
jail
certain
highestiIie
morning
suggesw
about the city.
...
nf T.rnnmnHvp swineora tl.o n,vtw. "" lu,"ft uul a nieB(,eiiBer uoy arm i
ly whispered through the crowds, was
wore
on
to
it
to
began
tions
the
disperse.
Huerta
Dr. William Bayard Hale, who no hood of Railroad" Trainmen and
government
iZ
the
The trouble began Saturday night that it does not drill for the prize
through the American embassy, but
matters betore
longer hides his identity as the con- Order of Railroad Conductors, are now
of the conclave, having been
in
consideration
in Juki what circumstances
pendJK
has not when Jack Law, a street speaker, awards
fidential envoy of President Wilson, negotiating with the
f
l"e to past good conduct.
company.
and his followers, were made targets barred from competitive competition
been fully determined upon.
called on the embassy today and held
Mulhall took the stand he wa?
yet
because of the many honors it pre"In a recent cont.eM in Xew England
that of a volley of bad eggs.
led through a detailed history of his
a long conference with
Anything in the suggestions
for United States senators certair.
viously had won for its drilling. Notbe
made
be
will
life
Lind and Mr. O'Shaughnessy.
properly may
and his association with the Napublic,
SULZER DENIES
Democratic members of the legislathe battalion will give
withstanding,
to
administration THE DAY
tional Association of Manufacturers.1
revealed, according
Federico Gamboa, the new Mexican
an exhibition drill.
to be employes of a cer
ture
IN
chanced
CONGRESS.
WALL
officials here, and foreign governments
He related the story he had already
secretary for foreign relations, speaic-intain great textile
The Oriental commandery, Kansas
They will be constantly apprised
of the
told the senate committee of
today with regard to Mr. Lind's
his were waited on atcorporation.
and
homes
City, made a striking appearance as
Senate.
Uevt
vii.rioiis
!he
.
United
taken,
by
McConlas of Mary- - iv
mission, said:;
steps
fight on ...
"'VtMi nau rj.
F.i ....... P.. ..
,
Resumed general debate" on tariff It marched up "the busy streets of
Ii ui .
,.
in, i. iu iwit; 1UI Vfl Stales. This may not take
jm.oiv
"I have great faith in the reason?
place, bill.
"
aoegea corruption ot ;iaIn clindida(PS.
Denver with slow tread and flowing
briet
Albany, N. Y., Aug. ll.-- The
They were not thrRat. however, for several days.
ableness of the judgment of the UnU-e- d statement
ened with discharge, but the impllcfi
out
white flumes.
Governor Sui-- ;
by
given
Hollis
Xew
Senator
flayed
England
I
and
conviction
President Wilson has had no direct
have the
e
States,
"Recon- tion was very plain. What sort of a
ln,
The entire morning in Denver wa3
cotton manufacturers and declared
that the differences between the UniV zer last night after a protracted
Ohio, claim have men like this to special communication either with the Huer- Xew England had not been discrin given over to the reception of in
Dayton.
,A' K'
in
denies
which
he
ference,
having'
ed States and Mexico will soon be ad
ta government or the constitutional
rote
whit'h
M.
favors at the hands of a Democratic
coming Sir Knights and almost as
speculated in Wall street, but admits Xlu hal1 re"d f Iettler
ist authorities anil he indicated to his inated against.
justed."
thp Re,,ate Iobb-committee resumed its ex- quickly as commanderies arrived they
legislature?"
Lobby
The arrival of John Lind, whose have made temporary personal use of nmtP
he
would
welcome
callers
that
today
sa5KinK Governor Cox, of Ohio,
some of the campaign contributions,
Emery on were escorted to their quarters and
more Information about the purpose amination of James
as a
mysterious mission to Mexico was the has
of "'K8.. had been in
stand.
",,!nl.ber,
to
as
joined the throngs on gayly decorated
stimulated
what
curiosity
cause
a
of
direct
of the constitutionalists. It was learnpublic manifestation
streets. Many of the trains expected
House.
BULLETS
RIDDLE
will
BODY
attitude
the
take
governor
ed also that the president has not
in support of General
yesterday
- building in Dayton for reasons sent
Xot in session.
Meets Tuesday during the morning were delayed in
considered
the
Huerta's attitude toward American against threatened impeachment pro- the
of
yet
recognition
""
noon.
arrival and the plans of the reception
)
,
,',"c
mediation has been devoid of any ceedlngs which are expected as a re- ifiiiiuiift
belligerency of the, constitutionalists,
V.OX.
OH
tMieuuuJis
nit
disarOF PRESIDENT
were necessarily
Democratic caucus on administra- committee
but that, insofar as territory alone is
thrills. When Mr.. Lind, as the per- suit of the Frawley legislative com John Swaysse, of Minnesota, sent a
tion currency bill.
but it was thought that by
ranged,
to
leg-the
mittee's
report
preliminary
he
Wilsonal representative of President
concerned,
regarded that held by
letter denying having had any rela- Martin M. Mulhall began his hear- night all of the scheduled trains will
the
as
constitutionalists
son, alighted from his train last night islature tonight.
strong! ing before house lobby committee.
'
"
'
have arrived.
"
con-;
firm
SOLDIERS
INSTEAD
OF
PRESENTING
ARMS
view
in
of
the
governor's
enough in proportion to that control!-- j
alter a tedious day's journey from
With over 40,000 men in line Gen' ,c
Ways and means committee elected
ed
the
to
as
legislature
Huerta
Vera Cruz, there were only a few per- tention that the present
by
government,
OF
AT
HAYTIAN PRESIDENT,
tional Association of Manufacturers,
FUNERAL
eral John Chase, and his committee
Decker to inter-stai-- i
Representative
has ceased to exist,f the opinion is ex-- 1
make
of
constitutionthe
sons about the station.
recognition
the committee subpoenaed
commerce committee and Represen of assistants will form and direct th-H.
ON
CASKET AND SHOOT alists not
LEVEL GUNS
r
,J;
Mr. Lind persistently maintained pressed by some of h s supporters
wholly unjustifiable from a' tative Teney to accounts committee. gigantic
"
r.
.
.
. tl,nt
Knight Templar parade hero
..
t
!,
...ill
Klnl,
"
"
diplomatic standpoint.
that reticence which he has observed
IT FULL OF HOLES.
Towne and S. E. Meade, of New York,
almost entirely by telephone. A speof
hls 0PPents throughThere were evidence in the senate
since he was summoned
from Ma he ProKrem
v rpE.!lr(,im,
cial central switchboard has been inof a determination on the part of CALIFORNIA ALIEN LAND
home in Minnesota to undertake his!son,e leSal process, notwithstanding for a tariff commission.
stalled at conclave headquarters and
LAW
IN
EFFECT
TODAY
of leaders to keep Mexican affairs out
XewYork, Aug. 11. Instead
.lames A. Emery. Washington reppresent mission. Just what he is to the contrary opinion rendered by At
at
by means of branch telephone
arms when ordered to do of the debate. Members of the forpresenting
do here, or just wnen he will begin ,oriiey General McReynolds.
of
resentative
conthe
11. At short intervals along the line of march
Aug.
Sacramento,
Calif.,
manufacturers,
"
to
the
Presirelations
escort,
said
committee
the
so,
body eign
military
the negotiations for which he has
tinued his testimony.
alien the committee will be kept in direct
ot Tancrede Auguste, late president dent Wilson had exacted no promise midnight Sunday, California's
onwvv cno uninu
come, are an eerar n mvsterv as hn-- i
touch with the movements and pro
denied that the organization
inEmery
land
the
of
act,
diplomatic
subject
!of Hayti, aimed their rifles at. the from them to that end, but they
RELIEF TO KANSAS. ho
fore his arrival,
of the vast army of marching
gress
had originated the
the
United
represented
between
Kansas City, Mo Aug. 11. -- Light movement for the workingman's com casket and riddled it with bullets, ac- agreed the administration should be terchanges
He was accompanied to the capital
ann Japan' a,lu ,,Si' ocner uul8 knights.
tllues
to
allowed
out
Marfield
of
to
its
cording
for
the
work
carry
Kemp,
little pensation bill in congress. The comBesides the host of Sir Knights who
by Mrs. Lind. William W. Canada, the local showers which brought
ton, lnd., a young engineer employed next few days with as little emhar-- j Passed by the last legislature became are in attendance at the conclave
United States consul at Vera Cruz, beneiit to vegetation fell in widely
mittee then adjourned until
effective.
as
rassment
who
of
National
railroad
possible.
by the
Hayti
by Dr. William Bayard Hale, act-- arated sections of Missouri, Kansas
The alien land act,lie Provisions there are over 100,000 visitors in the
Further official reports of the ar--t
reached here from Port Au Prince
Kansas got
and unusual and careful plans
ing under instructions of the state de- - and Oklahoma today.
have
beeu
w,lkh
va'isly aliens city,
today. The shooting occurred in the rival in Mexico City of John Liuff. iof
been
have
partment. The party was received by scarcely any rain save in the north- prepared for their care and
Wilson's
envov. P'"eted, specifies briefly that
cathedral of St. Mary, Mr. Kemp says
personal
arNelson O'Shaughnessy, secretary of east and southwest and those places
ac- - comfort. Special plans have been
to cuizensnip maj
V0J;
service
a
were
the
conclusion
of
at
funeral
engioie
say
taken
ample
by
precautions
the United States embassy, who has only local falls of from .01 to .89 Inch
ranged by the telephone company in
ana
mllre'
transier
real
Possess,
in
the
Mexican
enjoy
to
of
and
the
presgreat solemnity
government
guard
of the great increase In
been acting as charge d'affaires since es.
Mr. against anv demonstration.
property in aurorma in sucn a man anticipation
New York( N. Y., Aug. 11. The one ence of hundreds of nersons.
Chances for more rain over Mis"le numm'r of telephone calls during
the resignation of Ambassador WilBuch
is
to
as
extent
and
"er
provided mr:
was one of a party of Amen-Mr. and Mrs. Lind went to a hotel
son, and Charles E. Park, a member souri, Kansas and Oklahoma in the feature of interest in today's early Kemp
luiiuatr, j ui uiuiiuiB petal. Lliai.
who attended the fun- - because the American embassy was in any treaty now existing between
has been busy installing
of the embassy staff. Police in large next 24 hours, the official weather ob- market session was the announcement cans, he said,
coun-- i company
the
the
States
United
and
alien
eral.
furnished.
the
only partly
Union Pacific directors of the
additional
emergency
telephone,
numbers guarded the approach to the server said, were very slight. The by
no
in
and
other
and
way,
a
try,
the
in
may,!
Tlle
casliet
The
Norfolkplace
gunboat Nashville at
switchboard facilities and training the
station, but as the party was driven past week of frightful heat, which ev- subscription price for its Southern Pa- - centtr ais,e" occupied
.
in
lease
for
lands
MrHaidaddition,
agricultur-"a,lli navy yard probably will soon follow;
Kemp
!i2 with
150 extra operators who will be re
tr. a hotel whercreaonrntinna hart hoBn ery day has driven tne tnermometer cine holdings
accumulated
soldiers stood in two the Tacoma, ordered last night to a" purposes for a term not exceed-- j quired to assist the regular force iu
f
98 to 100, was brok- - dividends.
Southern Pacific which, in the twenty-fou- r
made, the public generally assumed;10 maximums-o"c
en tndav hv a temnerature averairine common with other nrtivo ln.ii
h.d ,ln,s 011 eac" B,ae- At tne messing vera Cruz. The navy Is almost
f'"v',u" handling the calls. Over 250 emerg- an apathetic attitude.
5 to 10 degrees lower.
shown some initial heaviness tell over they were or(iered 4o Present arms, pleted of the cruiser craft, because Is made as t0 companies in which alencv telephones have been connected
from
who
to
endeavored
interReporters
a point from last Saturday's price as Instead ,hey irpA Beveral rounds in- - they have been assigned to militia H'sjonty of the members are suchiwith the uewspape,.8 and hotels an(l
view Mr. Lind met with little success.
IN
TAKING
SIX
DISTRICTS
the subscription terms became known, 10 t,le body' The cnurch was thrown duty. They are highly desirable in thejallls. or In which such aliens hold a illformation bureaUBi and at varIoua
Mr. Lind and his wife did not come
lnto uproar and the funeral throng piesent situation because their
OF
RAILROADS
VALUATION
which it n,nv.ri
after
places along the streets telephones
light '''ajorityactof the stock.
tc Mexico prepared for anything but
fled in panic."
The
further provides that when, connected with the central
:
Mexi-to
most
draft
all
permits
In)
entry
Everywhere the market reflected
exchange
Aug. IV.
Washington, D.
s brief visit, traveling with little bagwas one of many dis- can harbors.
This
because of this law, heirs to estates i,iave bePn
provded f01. tle convent- Irregularly, advances by- orders outrage
gage. The departure for Mexico was making a physical valuation of rail- continued
in Port Au Prince
the
cannot
to
title
take
property,
occurring
The big battleships have been tinencf of the visitors,
so hurried that it occurred to rielther roads the interstate railroad com ing confined to issues of minor soecu- on the
day of the funeral, Mr. Kemp able to approach nearer than 12 miles; Property shall be sold by court or-- j
the latlve importance,
except Canadian said. He
Mr. nor Mrs. Lind that warmer cloth- merce commission will divide
Au- - to some Dorts.
added
that
anu
President
tne proceeas anministerea, COLORADO CITIES ARE
The Tacoma is evnect-- ! llJr
in probably six districts. Pacific, which rose over a point.
ing would be wanted in the uplands United States
had many political enemies and P at Vpra pruz
or xuesdaj'i and that any real property hereafter
VISITED BY STORM.
headquarters and head ing was light and listless and bonds guste
jonday
of Mexico. Last night Mr. Lind, withthat it was generally reported but next week.
acquired in violation of the act shall
out an overcoat and his wife without quarters of the eastern territory wi were irregular.
without confirmation, that he had
cnew to the statt?. present holdings
Former Ambassador Wilson called
be at Washington.
Weakness of corn and wheat corrc- Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 11.
wraps, shivered in the cold air here.
been poisoned.
rn Secretary Bryan today to say good are not affected by the act.
to
Headquarters have not been snlec- borated reports of improvement
Early morning investigation of tho
exact
The
the
effect of
act
Pn damage done by the electrical storm
ted, but one probably will be at Sau cropg from yesterday's rain. The
bye.
MILITANT SUFFRAGETTES
CATHOLIC Y. M. C. A. IS
Francisco.
Japanese residents of California will and cIoudburst bere ,agt evening in- From Sonora.
Reports
carriers
moved up sharply and
grain
DRAW
PRISON TERM
RECOMENDEO BY FEDERATION.
ueienmnea oy w suns wnicn win dio!,tpd that flrst reports were consid- Sonora, Aug. 11 -- After
was a better tone generally to
ENGINEER KILLED
a general review of the constitutional 5:00,1 De brought.
While the severthe
m.rkdi
pnrir
erably exaggerated.
London, Aug. 11. Seventeen
Milwaukee, Aug. 11. The cross of
1st troops at the front of Guaymas,
The market cl09pd sfong.
ity of the storm exceeded anything
iN BftACn
Specu
sentenced
the
.
St.
of
.
suffragettes
highGregory
the Knight
Honolulu, Aug.
Governor .Maytorena, former Acting WILL INVESTIGATE CAUSE
ever recorded in this section, there
Iatlnn hfi.nma
'
to terms of imprisonment
est post of honor attainable for a constructing superintendent of the J
OF VENEREAL DISEASES were no killed or injured, so far as
Governor
and General:
ntl"
and
ice8
Pesquiera
Buta
to
a
two
week
a
from
as
months
on C wmte Engineering company,
Catholic layman was bestowed
ot shorts tnok
con be ascertained. The loss appears
t tho
to vesterdav's attomnt te Obregon have returned to Hermosillo.
seauel
Anthony Matra of St. Louis, for 12 New York, and here in charge of inf Rome
.
tnrp-. .
.... oracial
Official denial was made today that!
mirntiaulnir
Loudon, Aug. 11. Premier Asquith, to have been confined to the drown- tr.y.'.
r.ftl,a
'
"
"
"emier Asquims
years secretary of the American Fed work on the Marconi Wireless Tele-- 1 stpp I, th" v covered TLJl
ir the house of commons, today said ing of livestock in the bottoms, to
hastily in ,,;slorm
dence in Downing
street.
Svlvia there had been any break between
was
eration of Catholic societies, at the
Maytorena, Pesquiera and Obregon or that a royal commision will be ap- - partial wrecking of three or four
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HEARD IN SANTA FE.
How Bad
Strong

FALLS OFF

Backs Have Been Made
Kidney Ills Corrected.

IS Good Time Now

for Blood Health

All over Santa Fe you hear it.
Warm Days and Proper
Doan's Kidney Pills are keeping up
HIS
TO
PLUNGES
ARCHULETA
FELIPE
Help do Wonders for
the good work. Santa Fe people are
backs
bad
of
AT
the Blood.
it
VICTIM
telling
about
FOURTH
telling
DEATH, MAKING
made sound again. You can believe
DON GASPAR AVENUE CROSSING.
the testimony of your own townspeople. They tell it for the benefit of
you who are suffering. If your back
To plunge over the low wall of the
misaches, if you feel lame, sore and
Don Caspar avenue bridge striking on
erable, if the kidneys act too fre- the stones fifteen feet below, thus
or passages' are painful,
quently,
!
(breaking his neck was the fate of
!
scanty and off color, use Doan's Kid Felipe Archuleta who met a tragic
ney I'llls, the remedy that has helped - death sometime Saturday uight or
Rn manv of your friends and nelghearly Sunday morning.
mm
IX bors. Follow this Santa Fe citizen s His is the third or fourth fatal acto
do
advice and give Doan's a chance
111 I I
cident on this bridge since it was
1....-the same for you.
wondeblood
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
It 'is thought that Archuleta wasj Afjjw
Fe, X. Mex., says: "I had backache
on
of
to
home
College
the body and
his
tl.;, ppnuia,. tissues
and my kidneys acted too freely. returning
show decided chanses In the skin,
saloons.
several
street
after
visiting
a
ofUny
These ailments annoyed me for
seems that he took the left side of the ?
J. but.
couple of years. I used about three street for his body was found on the'
.... s.
be
a
to
pronounced
declared
is
bcxes of Doan's Kidney Pills and was
activity of these
banks of the Santa Fe river, to the emulation of itthe
is that in a sui pus- Certain
given a permanent cure. I told of my east ot the bridge.
IjuMy short time any skin eruption
experience in a public statement at
change; it
The low stone wall which does not! sIuwb a most remarkable
that time' and I am glad to endorse
- to d iry up: h -bcr.nsent
little
knees-preto
one's
reach
JjVEyer o
: Oonn's Kidney Pills again."
to pedestrians and there is t.h
'healthy and firm tissue results.
uv. protection
For sale dv an uecuei. x nv-v
coun
T ic reason for this is in tne pecunur
of an appeal
Foster-Mi.burCo., Buffalo. talk today
of S. S. S., which enables
stimulation
"
'
"
iNew York sole agents for the United
the cells in the skin to select from the
sevseen
was
by
Archuleta's body
blood .the nutriment it requires for
HOSWELMEW MEXICO.
j generation.
era, people
number the
fact has been demonstrated year
t in This
and year out in a wonderful number
'The West Point of the Southwest.
olne
n0
!take
saw the prostrate form of a man at of case's of Bevere skin diseases that
::ii a. m. and following an mvestiga luid seemed to be incurable.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Mr.
'
notified
Hanson,
PENALTY
tion
A
PAYS
upon
U
C,
"
S.
by the
Institution
establish-- j u but be sure you are not talked into
r
Undertaking
YEARS
AFTER
ment. Mounted Policeman
War Department.
S S S is prepared by the Swift Spealso saw the body.
cific Co. 180 Swift BidK., Atlanta. Oa,
Located In the beautiful Pecoi
1.1.
After
Aug.
Pa.,
An
Accident.
Was
Philadelphia.
Write for their illustrated book on
Valley. 3,71)0 feet above sealevel,
unshlne every day. Open air
waiting three years to avenge himself
a post mortem examina- jktn discuses.
Following
work throughout the entire
on the man who deserted him when tion
by Dr. J. M. Diaz, Justice J. M.
Conditions for pb.yt.lcai
lu lay in a hut in Pittsburgh with a Garcia held an inquest yesterday FIREMAN COOKED
21!
and mental development are
broken leg, Achillio Lombardo,
was John
IDEAL such ascannotbe found
morning. The foreman
WATER
BY
ytars old, of t;:ll Webster street, last Hesrh. The iurv's verdict was that
elsewhere In America.
Tumo
Tobin
through
night stabbed
causes.
officers and Instructors, all
to
accident
due
was
death
the heart, killing him instantly.
Flint, Mich., Aug. 11. Albert Wil-Fgraduates from standard EastFelipe Archuleta was born in Santa
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
content,
die
could
he
that
all
Asserting
4!) years ago and had lived here
liams, 25 years old, is in a critical con-himodern In every respect.
now that he had satisfied his craving
life. He leaves a widow and ditiori at Hurley hospital as the result
took cf being scalded from head to foot
Regents :
for revenge, Lombardo confessed the three children. The funeral
E. A. CAHOON, President.
crime when he was arrested by the uiace from the chapel of the Akers-- ; when he attempted to clean a boiler
J. E. KHEA,
police of the Seventh and Carpenter Wanner Undertaking company and iu- - ;t the WoJcott Packing company t
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
streets station.
plant, 20 miles west of this city.
ferment was in Rosario cemetery.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
H." F--. Gil),
this
to
came
Tumo
yesterday
superintendent of the
city
W. A. F1NLAY.
X. .1., with his sweet-- !
plant, who rescued Williams, was burnNewark,
jfrom
illustrated
and
Tor particulars
NEW MEXICO'S
ed about the feet by the water which
heart, a young Italian girl. They met
address.
covered the engine rooni floor. PreLombardo on the street. Lombardo
RIFLE TEAM
paratory to starting the boiler, WilCOL. JAS. W.WILLSON, Supt.
pretended to forget his grievance of
GOES TO OHIO liams
opened a manhole to clean tho
three years standing and grasped
flues, not knowing there was water
Tumo by the hand with the warmth of
The New Mexico rifle team which in the boiler. He was struck in the
apparent friendship,
r
Las Vegas at midnight Saturday face by a stream of the scalding
left
at
to
his
home,
the
He invited
pair
He
of th" ter and temporarily blinded.
consisted
Ohio,
accomCamp
Perry,
fini Webster street, and they
marksmen: Captain T. C. istumbled and fell and all of the water
panied him there. Later the trio went following
J. G. Grennan, Girsi in the boiler, a depth of about six
Blumlein,
Captain
on to the streets again to "see the
Lieutenant M. P. Brown, Second Lieu inches, rushed out on to him as he lay
sights."
tenant J. II. McHughes. Second Liev.- - helpless.
When they were opposite 740 Car tenant F. M. West, Color Sergeant K
His body was cooked from hn
PHONE 85 MAIN.
penter street, the police say that Lom- .1. Feenister, First Sergeant C. F.
down.
with
to
Tumo
bardo turned suddenly
First Sertreant Lauro Lujan, Ser
!r.
,
in
his eyes.
a glint of hatred
geunt Joe Heaaley, Colonel C. BillingM-byON
"You think I forget that night you
Private J. Saylor, Private J. M.
WOOD
FACTORY
LUMP
SWASTIKA
left me alone In the hut!" he hissed. Curry. Thdtee who will make the trip
BOARDWALK
THE
LUMP
"No, I Bhali never forget."
as alternates areFirst Lieutenant Guy
CORD WOOD
Then, according to the police, he A. lieed, Corporal C. Kelly and Cor- COAL
Atlantic City, Ni J., Aug 11. Women
drew a stilleto and plunged it into nnrul TJ
... tillp1
,
,
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
receivea a biiock.
Col. E. C. Abbott, of the First Keg:-- ! on the boarawaiK
Tumo's heart.
Railroad
TF.
Depot.
When the nolice. forced their way ment, was appointed in charge of tin- when a nattily aressea young man
Montezuma Avenue, near A., - & S.
through the crowd that surrounde team, and Captain Norman L. King strolled out with both trouser legs spin.
the prostrate body of Tumo, they went along as team spotter, ijieiuen aimosi to me Kiiee. tatu umj u
found the girl sobbing on his breast, ant Bump will continue in charge of a step there was quite a snowing ui
masculine socks, terra cotta in color.
the team as coach.
vhich was dyed with blood.
"Isn't that perfectly awful," said one
The New Mexico team this year is
far superior to any team ever enterej young woman, as she glanced demured
ankle, ex
WOMAN PULLS MAN
in the past, according to the officials ly at her own
skirt.
her
slit
a
in
The
posed
In
through
of
the
organization.
charge
FROM DEEP WELL
men have each day that they navo Others made like remarks, and it was
been in camp advanced over the suc soon evident that the new fashion for
Pa., Aug. 11. Wito ceeding day in marksmanship. The men is not in the least popular with
Blomoburg,
lighted fuses attached to eight sticks probable advance
over the marli.i the opposite sex.
of dynamite sputtering below him, made when the team first met
is
ijohn Pursel was drawn from the
now about 60 per cent, showing that
of a deep well, at Buckhorn, near the men have worked faithfully to
ihere. by a woman.
make the best possible showing at the
Pursel had gone to the bottom of national meet.
DISCHARGES
the well to finish the work after two
BELIEVED IN
other men had been driven away by
ittio fniil air Whan thA evnlnsivfi had BOY HUNTED
HOURS;
. . . $16.35
Louis . .
been adjusted, he glanced to the top
LIKE WILD BEAST
Each Can- well.
of
the
Col'do SDrines 18.15
.
51.85
.
.
sule bears IMIDY):
"Any ono around to pull me out?'
the
. . .
. . . 62.85
Aug. 11 Ragged,
he called to Mrs. McClellan Howell, tit
Alpena, Mich.,
Bmare of counterfeits
J
whose home the well is located, and footsore and hungry, after being hunt. 66.45
. .
ALL DltrtlGlSTS
40.00
a
60
pos;;o
hours
more
than
i
down.
by
ed
for
who stood at the top peering
Ogden,
armed
farmers.
sheriffs
and
I'll pull you of deputy
New York
"Nobody here but me.
. 51.85
. .
Leo Mitchelll, 16 years old, of St.
out," she called back.
the chance if you will,' Clair, charged with horse stealing,
take
'I'll
On Sale June 1st to September
returned Pursel, and without more ado staggered into a grocery store in
i g:
A
early Tuesday morning, and
applied the match.
except
Pursel weighs 170 po inds and ordi- as he begged for something to eat wa
will
narily two men tug at the rope to placed' under arrest.
of
He tramoed to Hubbard lake, a few
draw him up. While the fuse sizzled
of
and sparked in the darkness below, weeks ago, where hp was given embe
Mrs. Howell toiled at the windlass, ami ployment on the farm of Lester Ells
drew Pursell to safety before the ex- worth. 'Saturday night he disappear
ed. and about, the same time a horse
For additional information call on or address
plosion took place.
Discussing advertising a manfrom thhe farm of John Fleet, a neign- of one of the best
ufacturer
discovered
was
missing.
bor,
In the country
known
soaps
was
anim?'
BOY OF 10
the
Sunday morning
drivsaid:
showed
hard
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
wood.
in a
It
TWO CHILDREN found
"We plan to run all the time
ing.
to the limit of our factories. We
Sunday afternoon the chaBe was
Owosso, Mich., Aug. 11. "You are
and was continued until Tuesday
have the entire country blockno good I'm going to kill you!" are morning, through swamps and woods
ed out on sales charts, and
alleged to have been the words of
When the lad entered the grocery
know what the sales of our soap
Zelle Jacobs, son of Jasper store, his clothes were tattered from
should be In each section every
THIRTY-THIR- D
Jacobs, New Haven township, as he his flight through thorny bushes, and
day in the year.
grabbed a 32 caliber rifle, and fired his shoes were hanging to his feet.
"If our sales lag In any spot,
into the shoulder of his
He had slept little, fleeing through
we
Immediately begin advertisout
brother, Ene, the bullet passing
the countryside at night in hope of
ing in the daily newspapers,
into the thigh of his
Each horn'
eluding his pursuers.
and soon our sales go on swimUlster, Mary, whom the latter was brought them nearer, and when he
mingly again.
holding on his lap.
was obliged to surrender to the pangs
The injured children are in a local of hunger, several of a posse of a
"There is no doubt but we
could double or treble our presscore of men were on his heels.
hospital in a critical condition.
Their recovery is held doubtful as He was weak from the ordeal, and
ent sales by a newspaper camthe United
physicians fear blood poisoning will broke down and wept when he realpaign all over
follow.
ized he had lost his race for .liberty
States.
The boy may be sent to the indus"But we have established our
trial school in Lansing.
We have all the business
soap.
COT
10, 11, 1913.
we want all we need is to hold
HOW'S THIS?
WILL
WELL
what we have.
iiiiiiiiitiiiiiimi
We Offer One Hundred Dollars Re"We find daily newspaper adThat
for
Catarrh
Case
f
ward
any
11.
"Colonel
AtlB.
Mich..
T.nnsW.
Hall's
Catarrh
vertising on the line I have IndCannot be Cured by
Each
Overflowing With
and
breast
in
the
was
Roosevelt
shot
icated the best tonic we can apCure.
I can, too."
ply when a tonic Is needed."
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. lived and
was the statement made by the
This
F.
known
This manufacturer uses
have
We, the undersigned,
Lloyd Braca,
mediums of all sorts, but when
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and plucky little
wno
K. T. Brace, of Wacousta,
believe him perfectly honorable In all son of
he wants ACTUAL DEMAND
immiHiM
shot tnrougn tno
business transactions and financially was accldently
to
bring immediate sales he
breast by Clifford Clawson. Accord
made
out
to
able
the daily newspapers.
uses
obligations
carry
any
ing to the attending Dhyslclan, the
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO
by his firm.
Merchants and manufacturers
lad's grit and good spirit have been a
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Interested In local advertising
big factor In his fight for life.
Toledo, O.
distributed arfor nationally
which was exploded
The
bullet,
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter- from a
to write to the
Invited
are
tna
ticles
rifle, entered
nally, acting directly upon the blood lad's breast and came out through the
Bureau of Advertising, Ameriand miir.niifl fiurfnr.pa nf thn BVStem.
can Newspaper Publishers Asside of the body.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents right
sociation, World Building, New
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
York City.
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washer
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Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
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Return Limit, October 31st,
return
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
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is easy on the eyes is very much to be
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CERRILLOS
STEAM
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"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

14.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
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LOOKING
TIME
YOUR
WHAT'S THE USE OF YOU WASTING
AROUND WHEN WE'VE GOT JUST EXACTLY WHAT YOU WANT?
WHAT'S THE USE OF YOU WASTING YOUR TIME LOOKING FOR
THAT YOU
ANY BETTER PRICES WHEN WE'VE GOT THE PRICE
OUR
AROUND
LOOKING
ANY
TIME
WASTE
WANT? WE WON'T
STORE FOR WHAT YOU WANT. WE HAVE A SPLENDID STOCK OF
CAN
HARDWARE THAT WILL STAND THE HARDEST WEAR AND WE
YOU
WAIT UPON YOU QUICKLY, AND WILL BE PLEASED TO SHOW
JUST WHAT WE HAVE WHETHER. YOU BUY OR NOT.
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A Special Sale
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MONDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

H. M., AND RETURN,

4?

$12.10.

East

'

or
West

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
EUGENE
FOX, G. Past. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
Dr
L.

H- -

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Quaranteed.
104 DON

Telephone 9 W

OA5PER ST.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Nomliefs.

M47.

Day or Nifht Phone, 130 Main.

Weit Door to Postoff Ice.
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HAVE YOUR LAWS'
It will not pay you to waste your ATTORNEYS,
UP TO DATE.
time writing out your legil forms
The New Mexico laws are of prae
when you get them already printed
at tbe New Mexican Printing Corn- - tically no use unless they are completely annotated. There has been no
cam.
revision or compilation of our laws
since 1SD7 and
be
Work for the New Mexican. It Is until 1917. The positively willhasnot
hereundersigned
forking for you, for Santa Fe and tofore prepared a full and complete
the new state.
list of all the amendments, modifications and repeals of the laws of New
Mexico, commencing with the Com
piled Laws of 1 S97. through and includ- !ing the Session Laws of ISft!), 1!W1,
l!)u:!, lMfir,. l!il)7 and l!H)l), and has now
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I warned
"There
said the archbishop.
is no douhl that the dances in quesfor
tion are humoral. Forgiveness
sin can only be given by priests tc
those who are truly penitent and re
solve never again to commit sin. 1 have
issued no order lo the effect but every
clergyman in my archdiocese has th
right to refuse to absolve those perimsons who persist in performing
moral dances."
The stand taken by Archbishop
iMouller in ibis marler iS identical lo
statement, made by the bishop,
j the
Thomas B. Hyrne. of Nashville, Tenn ,
held ihe same
(who only recently
views.
fain-jolics,-

'i

,

.riv

j

smr,

--

s

mw-jm-

DO YOU LONG FOR A

Pa..
II. Long
Aug.
Sunbury,
Uouglit dead, Adam Jliller, 7S years
o'd, who left his home at Klzaheth- villo, (is years ago; returned today
from the Klondike region with
He received the money from a
gold mine be located years ago, and
has since worked.
A remarkable
feature of his return
was the fact that he met bis only
brother, James Miller, a year his
Neither had seen the other
jenior.
since the brother left home, Despite
Ihe advanced age of the brothers thev
recognized each other and tears filled
their eyes while they spoke of their
childhood days.
In their talk, the brother from the
far north told of his fortune and of his

"CAREER" THAT BEGINS IN PARIS ?

THEN READ SHEPHERD'S
INTERVIEW WITH THE LITTLE PARIS
UNDERTAKER WHO BURIES THE LONELY, LONELY AMERICAN
GIRLS WHO DROOP AND DIE IN PARIS AND, ALSO, CONSIDER
DYSON'S CARTOON ARE YOU READY TO BARE IT ALL?

tliy William (1. Shepherd.)
11.
Jean-Kdward
Paris, Aug.
monod is a smiling little Frenchman
nad an undertaker. He it is who
buries American girls in Paris after
they've killed themselves.
"I don't know why they end their

wanted to die. But now
am better.
Will you take some of my money and
buy me a ticket for America? I'm goii.g to go home again.' She talked all
the time as if she thought she would
get well. She had plenty of money
rnd she was beautiful and full of
smiles. But she got worse and died.
lives," he told me, with a shrug.
"We didn't send her body home, but
vender ninny times, but I do not
know. Maybe it is because they be-- buried it here in Paris. She'll sleep
I

CDUPGN BOND

cream alone for she had no friends
in Paris she let the gas fill the room
and kill her.
"Do you suppose site made believe,
as she died, that she was having a
little party with the ones she loved at
home?"
And the little undertaker told me of
more cases of bullets, gas and poison;
of fine, brainy American girls "killed
by loneliness'' in busy, gay, beautiful
Paris, the center of the world's art.
"How old are most of the girls who
have killed themselves in Paris?"
I
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THOUGHT DEAD.
COMES BACK
A RICH MAN
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And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 f efficient, you would specify
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Two of Hie beautiful

THE AMERICAN
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Address: FRANK J. LAVAN, Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M.
New Mexican Want Ads always
bring results. Try It.

.

glides cannot, obtain forgiveness
their sins, according lo an announce-made today by Archbishop
Henry Moeller.
"Should any priest attempt to at-- !
solve such a penitent, the absolution
'would be worthless and tbe confer-!ninwould lie a curse rather than ;i
blessing." declared Archbishop .Moe-

'Some time ago

1913, $2.50.
Complete set, $7.50.

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, good protection

Any Cincinnati

ller.

and

1912

NEWPORT.

AT

nil-li-

list of all amendments, modifications
.and repeals of the Session Laws of
11)12 and 1913.
The entire work
of over two thousand annotations
jand Includes all available references
to the New Mexico Reports, the Pacific Reporter and the United States
Supreme Court Reports. A grent deal
'of time and labor has been spent on
these annotations and no attorney or
other person having occasion to use
lour laws, can afford to be without a
set.
This work is printed on white gum
med paper, in red ink, conveniently
arranged for use.
Price:
Set commencing with Compiled
Laws of New Mexico of 1897 down tc
arid including Jaws of 1909, $5.00.
Additional annotations- for laws of

(FIRST FLOOK)

BEAUTIES

THREE

'('atholics who dance the tango, the
'turkey trot and other objectionablecu'

con-jsist- s

The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANY PRtCB
Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

SjBltt
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and charmin.;

debutantes, one from the middle wesi,
the other from the east, who wiil be
jnmong those who will make their Ini
tial appearance before the elite of
society at Newport. The western debutante is Miss Frances Miller (left)

of ciiicago. On the right, is Miss Hor-lamilton of New York. Sho is tli
f:lV0I'0(i coual'n of Mrs. George Gould.
who last season tendered a number of
dinners and dances in her honor. Mis
Hamilton has the distinction of bolus
not only the youngest, but the tallest
debutante at Newport.
1

experiences while in the frozen country. During his absence he married,
but his wife has since died. His par
ents both died while he was seeking
his fortune.
Tho wealthy Klondike!
is spending several (lays at the home
of his grandson, Melvin Bolton, here
before he goes back to Euizabethville,
where he says he will spend the rest
of his davs.

of her death was her self denial for
the good of her children and her ambition to succeed in her labors toward
higher education.
The Albuquerque Herald says of
Mrs. Morris:
Mrs. Morris, who had been in Al
buquerque for the past, four months,
died Friday evening at 9:30 at St.
Joseph' hospital. Deceased came to
Albuquerque to attend tbe teachers'
institute and passed the examination
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
with credit, being awarded
a first
grade teachers' certificate.
Shortly
De Vargas.
after the examination she was strickW. Ilockenhelmer,
St. Louis.
en with the malady which finally re.1. A. Hiehl and
wife, Albuquerque.
sulted in her death. During her brief
J. P. Archuleta, Denver.
resilience in Albuquerque Mrs. MorMiss ,1. K. Drake, J lodges.
ris made many friends and the beJ. S. Kelly and wife, Eslancia.
reaved parents will have a host o
(1. If. Van stone, Estancia.
sympathizers in their sad loss.
James H. Kinney, Capitan.
Ths remains of Mrs. Morris were
AW S. Peiil, Alamosa.
taken to Taos tills morning where
E. h. Cornell, Alamosa.
she will be buried tomorrow. Mr. and
If. J. Mendenhall, Artesia.
Mrs. J. E. Rusell were in charge of
11 rs. W II. Chrisman and
son, Aztec, the body and the four boys of Mrs.
.!. E. Gregg, Cloudcroft.
Morris accompanied them.
F. R. Kttinger, Las Vegas.
Jj. W. Walter, Las Vegas.
M. P. White, Las Vegas.
HE'LL BE A MIGHTY BUSY
Dr. F. U. Thuxnian, Las Vegas.
,U W. Shupp, Las Vegas.
PERSON FOR A WHILE !
A. E. Hayward, Las Vegas.
J. E. McCiuire, Las Vegas.
Donald A. Heart, Las Vegas.
C. F. Boucher, Las Vegas.
Jack Stewart, Ijis Vegas.
.
John W. Harris, Jr., East Las
Ve-as-

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality

character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. Let us show you samples.

-
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Santa Ft.

H. Harman and wife, Las Vegas.
Frank Springer, Las Vegas.
F. Angel, Las Vegas.
A. D. Read, Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. tl. A. Cray, City.
J. E. Powers, City.
O. J. Emerson, City.
H. ti. Hogle, City.
E. P. Davies, City.
Mr. and Mrs. James Gouchey City.
F. M. Maxwell, Tularosa.
C. V. Taylor, Allen.
T. Branch, Las Vegas.
Mrs. N. Morse, Las Vegas.
M.rs. E. Hii'Bhone, Las Vegas.
L. C. If eld, Las Vegas.
J. DeMuir, Estancia.
Haines Gridley, San Pedro.
Mr. and Mrs. Asplund and
Mis
Carolyn, City.
President Juan Vicente Gomez o
Miss Esther Aspiund, Virginia.
Venezuela, who has the fight of his
G. A. Daunis, El Paso.
life on his hands keeping bloodthirsty
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
Castro and his revolting crew froir:
H. E. McCrum, City.
grabbing the reins of government.
D. D. Draper, Albuquerque,
Horace Harper, El Paso.
A. L. Mathiew, Albuquerque.
LINO WILL LET SOME LIGHT
Tom Shanley .
F. A. 'Shillhart, Albuquerque.
ON THIS MEX. FRACAS.
J. H. Sharp, Taos.
Louise Byram, Pasadena.
Montez ima.
Roy NT. Dowed, Albuquerque.
Miss Marquett, Albuquerque.
Will McMillan, Albuquerque.
D. J. Armijo, Albuquerque.
N. A. Rapier, Albuquerque.
Ii. Pollard, Los Angeles.
IX L. Slataper, Texas.
Mrs. L. Nelson, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Ingruni. Roswell
W. J. Stehle, Oklahoma City.
Thomas Stewart, Pecos.
Halley Benson and wife, Carlsbad
Robert Hunsel, Carlsbad.
W. F. Hopewell, Albuquerque.
M. C. Graver, Washington, D. C. .
Emett Patton, Haylamon.
Emil James, Socorro..
T
La Salle.
H. C. Huntington, Denver.
M. Bichel, Las Vegas.
OPSANL
lani ni" mill
W. F. Read, City.
C. B. Orlome, Gallup.
JOHN LIND.
Thomas Barela, Las Animas, Colo.
Miss Carter, Durango, Colo.
Our new mediator in Mexico. John
Miss Thacher, Durango, Colo.
Lind. former governor of Minnesota.
W. J. Rainy, Albuquerque.
doesn't talk the Mexican lingo at all,
but he can listen fine in Swedish.
His parents brought h!m over frcn
TEACHER
Sweden in 1S6S.
DIES SUDDENLY
Then John was If. Starting in 1851,
IN DUKE CITY he has shone brightly in Minnesota's
political history, first as a Republican
and lately as a Democrat
Mrs. Eleanor Morris, who has been
His principal assets were his abila resident of Taos for a number of ity to get on the common people's
years past, and who has been study- side of political problems and his
on Swedish votes.
ing in Albuquerque for the past, few strangle-holmonths, preparing for further adHe served several terms in the na
vancement in her school work, died tional house of representatives, firs:
in that city on Friday last after
a elected as a Republican.
Then, upoii
brief illness.
switching over to the Democratic field
Mrs. Morris was well known in this in 18!tf, he went back to congress as a
city and possessed the warm regard Democrat.
of al lwho knew her, and her sud- Five times nominated by the Demo
den demise will come to them with crats for governor, he was elected
most sincere regret. The real cause once, in 1899.

N. M.

1

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN

YOU RND YOURSELF WWTTrtQ THE
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURM Of
YOUR BUSINESS, REAtEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL 9F TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

SAME

i

PRICE LIST.
tSc
5tamp, no over 2 -2 ladies leaf
Each additional Hoe en stamp
ltc
One-lin- e
and not ever 3
inches toae;.. 20s
Stamp, over 1
Each additional line oa stamp
15c
One-liaad not over 5 laches leaf . . .. 23c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
2ac
One-lin- e
Me
Stamp, over 5 Inches long per mea
Each additional tine, same price. (Curved Noes
en Stamp count as two Naes).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 laches loot
2Sc extra
Larger sizes at proportioaate prices. Where type ased is
over one-ha- lf
lack ka slxe, we davf tor one Has for neb
One-Hn-

e

1-

1- -2

ne

one-ha-

lf

1- -2

-2

inch or fraction.

-,-

DATES, ETC.

A

any towa aad date, for
fact
fte
Ledger Dater month, day and year la
inch
SOc
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
men.... jsc
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
lock .... 25c
Local Dater

1-

-2

1- -3

1- -4

1- -S

Defiance Model Band

Dater..........'

jg

Facsimile Signature Ruaaar Stamp aad Wood Cot
Pearl Check Protector
,

STAMP PADS.

5ELF-INKIN- Q
1

2
4

x4

-4,

I5cts;

2x3

35

3

cts;

LM

-8

2 cts ;
x o, Of cts;

3--4,

2
2 cts;
1- -2,
4
75cta;
d hek, 25 cts per hettJe.
1- -3,

1-- 27

cts. AM caters. Sta
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"CAREEiR"

AND

come so lonesome. But 1 nave burled
many, many of them."
"How many?"
"Well, for thirty-fivyears my two
uncles buried most of the Americans'!
who died In Paris, and I was with
them for many years.
Now I have
their business. But I have never
counted.
"Sometimes I have had chances to
talk to the girls in the hospitals, for
I am the sexton of the American
church, but they never tell why they
used poison, or gas, or bullets.
"There was the American girl who
died in Paris July 3. Her name was
Agnes Macduff, and when I heard that
she was In the hospital I went to see
her. It was June 17 that she took the
poison inkier room at a good hotel.
"At the hospital, after a few days,
sbe said to me, 'Oh, I'm bo glad that
I will get well.
I was go lonely 1
e

LONELINESS

VERSUS HOME, SWFET HOME!
here lust as well as in Amprirn. I asked.
think.
"It is odd, hot they are nil between
"it is sad, too, is it not? They come
he said. "Isn't that Just
here to do some big things to be 25 and
about the time in life when a man or
great painters or great musiciansand then the loneliness drives them to woman realizes whether the path they
have chosen is the right one or not?"
death.
The tragedies of "careers!"
"Some of them are very beautiful.
Most of the American girls the litI think the most beautiful woman i
ever saw was an American girl whose tle undertaker has buried in Paris
body lay on a table In my place. She are, I think, girls who have chosen
was a wonderful singer, but one night careers' and then, at the last, when
she dressed herself beautifully and it has seemed to them too late, have
gave a party to some of her friends. discovered that there are more wonThen, as soon as they had gone, she derful things in life for women than
shot herself. Everybody said she was making fine music or painting splendid pictures.
lonely.
"And then there was a girl oh, she
It will not pay you to watte
was a fine girl, beautiful
who played
your
the piano and studied music under a time writing out your legal formi
great artist. One night she sent a when you can get them already print
servant to buy her a big measure of e t tbe New Mexican Printing con
ice cream and while ahe ate the Ice can.

TAOS

page four
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end Hllderbrand.

BASEBALL
National

WAS

MATCH

THE REAL THING
I'he leading slugger of the Narlonsil
league is McDonald, the B'.sl'Ki outfielder, who, however, is not. iru I. i t
a fielder. If he could field as we'l u
he. can hit, he would be about t.h's inost
valuable man George Stallinga has on
his payroll.
.
,

SANTA FE CLUB LOST

Boston has a wonderful shortstop
Maranvllle, The boy will some da
be one of the cogs of a real infield,
for those who know Stall ings realii-.that if he is left alone he will give
the Huh a team worth while.

TOOK

n

ALL

ARE SEEKING

ONE DOUBLE

THE

SINGLES-OTH-

BUT

Club
New York

At

Philadelphia
Chicago

55

Pittsburg

53

Brooklyn
Boston
Cincinnati
St. Louis

42
42

44

41

Just now Boston has only a few
Aa a liijtnr
rnnks hlirh. men upon whom
MpTVtniiM
the high lights
He has looked over the offerings cf shine, and Maranville is the best, of
the best pitchers in the league aim the lot as fielder, base runner and bat
they all look alike. He whangs tlie ter. Barring accidents, he will he one
ball hard and with an abandon th.u of the best shortstops that ever play-H- l
the game after another year of the
is disheartening, but as a, fielder !w
is nix.
seasoning process.
j
'

cxy tee.;

St

Mineral Water

ukee

3
0

9

yry a dozen and

2

It is Right,

.62:,
.52 )

Said,
Handled by

I
I
:

Huff

!

LAS VEGAS 7;

.411
.42il

HENRY KRICK,

3

SANTA FE

.39.3

.387

1

you

will order more!

Oeor;

.681)

.5,i

j

Santa Fe,

N. M.

Phone 35 J.

j

ERS

GLORY AT THE COURT.

American
Club

Won:

Cleveland

X

Doubles.
(Wells and De
Challengers
Bord) beat Santa Ke club (Wil- son and Rolls)
Santa Fe club (March and
ley) defeated challengers (Bow
man and Dorr)
Singles.
Oakley defeated Bowman 6 3.
Wilson beat De Bord
Wilson beat Wells iu-14-1-

O.-i-

League.

....71

Philadelphia

X

32
37
49
48
55
58
65
05

Toledo-Milwa-

Toledo
and
Cutting
Hugh.es;
C'ollaniore and Land.

League.
Won Lost Pet
71

harsch's coyote springs

American Association.

Standing of the Clubs.
TWO LIVE CHIEFS IN TEPEE OF THE HUB TOWN "BRAVES." TENNIS

AUGUST 11, 1913.

MONDAY,

NEW MEXICAN

65
59

N Washington

57

Chicago
Huston

50
45
43
34

Detroit
Louis
X.w York

Losft
33
'
43
46
52
53
63
68
66

Pet.
.683
.602
.562
.523
,4.1"i

THE

MEADOW CITY ELKS DEFEATED
LOCAL

LODGE

TENDED
ON

AND

IN

LARGELY

THRILLING

AT-

GAME

COLLEGE GROUND.

.417
.387
.340

(Contributed.)
replete with

suspense
American Association.
and intensely interesting throughout,
.5S6
8
48
Milwaukee
Las Vegas Elks took the pride of the
5(1
.a65 local
65
I.cuisville
!
lodge into camp by a score of
:j
.552
52
64
iCclumbus
The game
to 3 yesterday afternoon.
m uneapolis
.53.
62
53
was a remarkable one from many
;i : South African I
.452
52
63
K' :;sas City
There were brilliant plays
angleB.
.443
64
51
To!, do
thickso
ones mixed
The above scores tell the results, St. Paul
.441 and
52
65
had a conflicting set
but do not give all the excitement of Indianapolis
44
,3S9 ly that spectators
69
of emotions
constantly battling for
the tennis battles fought out SaturA portable "refrigerating
supremacy. Had the local team securday afternoon in the tierce rays of a
Western League.
water always cool
the
plant"
of
the
end
Bcore,
the
ed
other
court
of
the
the
sun
on
New Mexico
Won Lost Pet.
Club
in the tun or shade, every
in history
down
have
would
gone
game
.610
71
Santa Fe club.
40
one guaranteed,
Denver
ever
64
46
.580 as, one of the most satisfying.
Director of sports, F. T. Blandy, Dos Moines
and durable article;
A
sanitary
As
it
campus.
the
college
.503 played on
56
55
will keep water cool for
pulled out his stop watch shortly after St. Joseph
55
50i: was, however, it furnished much food
55
3 p. m. and started the ball rolling. Lincoln
hours; is compact and
.49.'. for fanning bees in the long winter
57
55
very easily carried; made in
Attorney Francis C. Wilson and Dr. J. Omaha
various sizes; is used and en61
.45 J nights to come.
50
A. Rolls went to the sunny side ot Sioux City
dorsed by all whose duties
GO
for
450
49
went bareheaded. Topeka
The game opened disastrously
the court and
take them in warm climates.
.3S1 Santa Fe, due partially to Safford's
43
69
Wells and De Bord, both employed in Wichita
Is used by the U.S. Gov't emvildness at the outset and a clean
the federal building, took the cool
ployes. Every bag guaranteed.
and
left
center
Send for our latest pamphlet,
side but soon got up a temperature
l'tme run hit between
cleared
which their opponent, the physician,
by Harris. Before the smoke
FOR SALE BY ALL
made no effort to lower. Mr. Wilsoi
up, Las Vegas had piled up a lead ol
DEALERS EVERYWHERE
National League.
Keefe opened Santa Fe's
runs.
did some cannonading, too, and kept
three
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 2 games. half
Made by
up the interest.
by striking out. Koch was hit on
Adam Appell Water Bag Co.
Before three games had been playthe elbow by a pitched ball and forcAmerican League.
Portland, Oregon
N.
ed it was evident that Theodore
ed around the bases by two passed
Chicago at f niladelphia.
ot
division
field
of
balls and Clancy's hit. Las Vegas was
chief
the
Espe,
Boston.
Detroit at
secthe United States land office, would
presented with another run in the
St. Louis at New York.
have a long siege on his step ladder
ond half, Safford forcing in a run by
Cleveland at Washington.
from which he surveyed the tennis
passing a man with the bases loaded.
field as judge advocate general. Tiring
Nothing of any importance happenAmerican Association.
of his job, as game after game rolled
until the third inning, when, with
Kansas City at Indianapolis.
ed by with "deuce" Bhouted to tlu
down and the bases packed,
two
Milwaukee at Toledo.
struck out. A hit would have
Koch
high heavens, Chief Espe resigned m
Minneapolis at Louisville,
meant much at this time but there
favor of General March, who took bis
St. Paul at Columbus.
was nothing doing.
post on the third step instead of the
MeDOXALD AND
OUTFIELDER
Safford managed to get his control
top of the ladder.
SHORTSTOP MARAXVILLE OF THE
WTelIs and De Bord played well toby this time and the game resolver
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
itself into a pitchers' battle until th
BOSTON BRAVES.
gether, suggesting that this was not
Tho Only New unabridged dica
bunched
couple
National League.
when
the first time they had met on tliu
Vegas
sixth,
tionary in many years.
court this summer.
While perhaps
of hits with an error and scored two
the pith and essence
Contains
of
the
half
local's
At Pittsburgh (First game)
n.ore runs. In the
less spectacular in their play than
authoritative
an
of
library.
on
6
2
3
score
their opponents they placed a surety Cincinnati
neventh, Koch singled and
Covers every field of knowlthis. At least. Walsh seems to take of the Cleveland, Boston and Chicago
1 4
2
BerardinelllJoe
and
in
of
that
the
ball
hits
ED. WALSH NEAR
Pittsburgh
Clancy
technique
placing
by
stock in it and has given up the prac American League clu'is are under
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
Ames and Kling, Clark; Camnitz jKoch fell down again in the eighth
won the day.
book.
CAREER tice entirely. But primarily the great way, according to information gleaned finally
END
single
bases
and
the
down
two
In the second double, it was found and Gibson.
when with
source here
The
Ditcher is bothered with his arm. Ho ifrom a
Dictionary with the
Only
I
second
,
that Mr. Bowman had no partner of
,
packed he struck out for the
of President
New
Divided
in sixty-on- e
yea:-- lu the absence
last
took
Page.
games
part
At Pittsburgh (Second game)
j time during the afternoon in a pinch.
Chicago, Aug. 11. la big Ed Walsh,
2700 Pages.
who went North, and of Man- l is own, as Mr. Iden was out of town.
real work than any othet
400,000 Words.
1
3 5 A
would
have
once star pitcher of the White Soy, doing more
M.
So
Cincinnati
L.
instance
interan
official
of
either
in
the
hit
Dorr,
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
in professional baseball.
ager Callahan, confirmation was 'un- ior
pitcher
of
0
13
This
an
17
career?
end
his
the
the
of
game
was
nearing
Pittsburgh
department from Washington,
changed the tide
half a million dollars.
He never believed that this terrific obtainable here, but it was said that
magnificent specimen of boxman has strain would
Suggs, Herbert and Kling, Black- might have resulted in a victory for Let us tell you about thij most
of Boston, was pressed into service for a very brief
him on the shelf, Jake Stalil,
keep
Callain
been left Chicago by Manager
Santa Fe. He was over anxious and
remarkable single volume.
now he realizes that he tried to not involved, he being a "free agent" perod. The onslaught of General burn: Adams and Gibson.
han. Walsh is ailing with a lame arm but
in the field
struck out on three pitched balls.
fit and therefore not subject, to trade, March and his
Write tot cample
had
too
Jf
been
much.
do
Walsh
and stomach trouble. He has tried all season the White Sox probably while Lajoie of Cleveland, on the other Ed Oakley was furious from start to
American League.
In the ninth inning Vegas scored
pages, fell par.
tlio Innala nrnHnepii
ticulars! etc
gamely to pitch a few games this sum- would be hot on the trail of the Ath- hand, was one of the men whom tho finish. "It was a case of love at flrs
mer, but it's no use. On several occa- letics now.
At Boston
the game ended seven to
and
The sight," said one of the visitors who
uniform.
new
a
in
will
deal
nothing,
place
6 12 1
sions he has been taken seriously til
Detroit
three.
negotiations are still incomplete and watched the engagement.
in the pitcher's
1
after
8
Boston
t...2
owshowed
a
A number of hart hit balls by Santa
of
never
Oakley
trade
good
knowledge
the
through,
go
may
club's
the
result
with
the
that
box,
and Fe went straight at some outfielder on
Dauss and Stanage; Leonard
DEAL
BALL
BIG
to a possible hitch regarding some cannon archy and some of the misBASE
ing
to
him
physician finally has ordered
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Where Quality Governs the Price bids for a bridge across the' Rio
Grande. He will also visit Belen be
and Price the Quality
fore returning to Santa Fe.
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anB
Angeles on the Cliff Dwellings
of
the work accomplished by the School
of
American Archaeology at Santa
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sable condition.
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PROMPT SERVICE.
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When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFINO
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all
e
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
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Adobe House of five or six rooms, no bath, on large lot
fronting (ialisteo Street. About a dozen hearing
fruit trees, chicken yard, etc.
SNAP CASH PRICE FOR QUICK SALE!
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O. C. WATSON & CO.
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And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your
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us trial and let
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us show you.

Flour
Guaranteed

Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
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Lumber and Transfer

Go.

(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR

t.lt

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

J

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS fthk FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL TRANSFER

ffTTour
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S.KAUNE

8

CO.

100

and

Business Solicited.
Foot of Montezuma Ave.

35 W.

NEW MEXICO

SCHOOL

Or

MINES

as they will

Season.

COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrica Engineering and Mechanical Engl
neerlng.

particularly
these warm
summer days

in prices

this

TETLEY'S

WATERMELONS,

CANTALOUPES,

NATIVE PEACHES, APRICOTS,
PLUMS, ETC., ETC.

FORM CAST TO ORDER
REPRODUCTION
OF YOUR FIGURE

THE REQISTRAR

H, S.

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,

HUE

&

GO.

Every Line and Curve
Perfectly Made.
SATISFACTION

J

Where Prices ar B st
For
Oualitv

E

Are also always to be
found in our

STRAWBERRIES.

or catalogue, address

SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

BUDWEISER

IN

BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe. New Mex.

1MB

We have just received
a complete assort-

ORANGE-PEKO-

ADVANTAGES: Requirement! fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
'purity; good dormitory accommodations at low "cost
etc.
full Information,

Sis.

LEIWS KEG and BOTTLE BEER

SSUMMER TOURIST i

ment

now as

SOCORRO, N. M.

For
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BUSINESS AND STORAGE
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Phone

and-Wate-

DISTRIBUTOR OF

:

A-

Galisleo

iHENRY KRICKe- s-

nrui

1
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Phone, Main 250.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

-

VERY COMPLETE STOCK

Don Gaspar Ave., or Phone 119 W.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
TO- -

Denver,

.

Pueblo,
Chicago,

.

St. Paul,

.

.

Phone 262.

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00

....

51.85 St. Louis,
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y.,

.

.

47.35
66.45

78.85 Atlantic Citv, . . 79.35
new York,
On tale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale.
SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

SAN DIEGO,

On

I

OALIFOR1TIA
ee
Ce cc
900,00
9D00

LOS ANGELES,

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 10th.

1913.

Return limit, October 31st,

1913

SPECIAL EXCURSIONS

LOS ANGELES,

THE MODERN GROCERY CO.

SAN DIEGO,

Cn
PU.DD

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

Dates of sale, June 30, July 1, 2, J, 4, 5, 6, 7.
Also on sate August 22, 23,24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29.

CCA
90V.DD

Return limit, August 31st.
Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.

GUARANTEED.

Address or Call Upon

I

RATES
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For further particulars call on or address,
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Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trotu
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
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THE VALLEY RANCH,

nat it Mas constantly adhered to the strictest linen
rendering a uniformly efficient service to all deits loans to reliable individuals and firms in Santa
wisdom of its oolicy of combining a progressive ani
is clearly reflected in the steady, consistent
has enjoyed, Its resources now exceeding ONEgrowln
M,l-LIO-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
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Success depends largely upon
Good Health
balanced in some way.

Br. Pierce's Golden Medical Lliscovery
u the balancing

power a vitalizing power. It acta on
the stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition, thus
purifying the blood and giving strength to the nerves,
indirectly aiding the liver to perform its very important
work. Dr. Pierce's Col Jen Medical Discovery has been
successful for a generation as a tonic and body builder.
Sold by medicine dealers in liquid or tablet form
trial box of "Tablets" mailed on receipt of 60 one.

DR. PIERCE'S
FAMILY DOCTOR

GREAT

If in failing health write Dr. R. V. Pierce's
faculty at Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, New York.
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horse, causing it to both kick and
REGARDING
The Last Snow.
run. The animal was caught, how-- !
the
The last snow to be seen upon
run
had
it
HOMESTEADS!
many yards"
ever, before
......
Latir Peaks disappeared this weeic. but in the melee both occupants were
This is the first time since 1911 tbw.t thrown violently to the ground. Mr.
For the last year or more public!
snow could not he seen upon the peak. Blickenstaff became
unconscious ini-- ;
lauds iu the western states have been'
Taos Recorder.
was
much
alarm
and
felt;
mediately
designated by the secretary of the !
by his family and friends as to the! tcrior as
to entry under the
Locates His Team.
extent of his Injuries. He was hur- so called subject homestead act, or
Dr. Kieth located his runaway team
enlarged
l ied to his home in an automobile.
yesterday at the Swill Model Dairy where after some time he regained the :!2b acre homestead act. only on
The
town.
of those who desire to avail
of
northeast
miles
four
He w as found to be petition
consciousness.
of the provisions of this
themselves
foreman of the ranch having caught ciuite
also!
was
severely bruised, as
This
law.
procedure was an outthem late Wednesday night and took
lad who was with his fath-- j
the
of the desire of the departcare of them. One horse was badly er. young
growth
Reports from his home, are now ment to
no lands which
The other
cut. on the leg and side.
favorable and both are to be congrat-- were not designate enterable under the
was
The
not
wagon
hurt.
one was
actually
were
received
ulated that the injuries
In order to accontin
not damaged except a broken tongue not of a still more
serious nature than law thisquestion.
end the status of each tract
Roswell News.
and wheel
plish
those already sustained. Las t'ruc.es
had to be investigated to determine
'
Republican.
No Celebration.
whether it was already entered, was a!
Nearly Killed.
school section, was involved in a state'
The celebration which was planned
Marion Portwood, a well known
for the opening of the big Red River
selection, or for any other reason had
of this section for many yearo been taken out of the class of "unap-- !
ditch, has been called off on account
of the uncertainty of the date. Hut met with a serious accident which al- proprlated' public lands which alone
the water will be flowing on its way most cost him his life and which necj are enterable under this act. This;
t:. the reservoirs on the tract before essitated the amputation of his lef: eearc), mpant that with the meager
the demirtment onlv
!,v.,iihle
the next issue of the Mail is a cer- arm near the shoulder. Mr. .Portwo-jwas in charge of one of the largo slow
be made in the
could
progress
tainty.
Chiuo
of lands for entry under
The damage done to the ditch by steam shovels operating for the Somedesignation
the flood of June 12, is repaired, and Copper company at Santa, Rita.
this law.
thing went wrong and he called hlj
cnly a little work remains to be done assistant
Soon after the passage of the act
to
of
the
take
charge
ii the big cut.
The siphon will be
lands had been designated for entry
he
while
went
He
investigated.
teady to receive water by the last of around to where the trouble seemed itrwlui it in tt linriv without rpirard to,
the week.
to he and gave orders to start the their status, the only questions deter-A beautiful body of water back of
This mined bv the department prior to
machine at its lowest speed.
the Hebren dam can be seen
was done. A moment later he called designation being that the lands were
From the railroad track the out to reverse and this was done purveyed, undeserved
and nonirrigview is cut off by a ridge, and in only promptly.
Not knowing what
waslr.ble. Under this mode of procedure
from
But
seen.
be
it
can
cue place
wrong, the assistant went to whero designations can be made with corn- the wagon road east of the track, anfl Mr. Portwood was, only to find that parative rapidity, the availability of
MISS ESTHER CLEVELAND.
the hills west of the lake the big body his arm had gone through the cog the lauds for entry being determined
of water shows up like an inland sea. wheels and was tiracticallv torn fror.i 1, dip nnnilcnnt whpn he. visits the
"Thus far 1 have heard of no enBaltimore, Aug. II. It has just
Every reservoir on the tract belov hi body. Bven with lhese terrible n'cal land office to file upon the claim. leaked out here that two Baltimore gagement, but I know that my sou
and including Lake 13 will be filled injuries he was able to walk to the Alter the abandonment of this early
and Herman, his friend, are "ond of
boys, Herman Stump, son of Judge Xiiss Cleveland," said Mrs. Ewing yesfrom Hebron, and within another hospital.
Amputation was of course procedure the law was extended to and Mrs. H. Arthur
Stump, and II. terday, "i shall see Gordon this week
week all will be full of water. Max- necessary, and the operation was perapply to North Dakota. The nils ol
Mr. and Mrs. and shall know more about
son
these
of
Gordon
formed by Dr. Carrier, the company's
well Mail.
folEwing,
designation by petition has been
physician. The shock of the accident, lowed in that state, and the resultln
William J. Ewing, of Roland Park, are rumors. If he is thinking about marI should
and the operation was a severe oiu,
like to spank him, fof
Destructive Fire
uelays have proved embarrassing both rivals for the hand of Miss Esther rying
About twenty minutes after mid but Mr. Portwood's strong physique to the department and to the citizens Cleveland, the '"White House baby. he's only a boy."
in good stead and he is now
Some time ago Princeton had Miss
ce North Dakota, as well as to those The rivals are members of the senior
night Thursday morning the residence stood him
of Li. .1. Edmunds, 63S S. 6th street, resting as comfortably as could be ex- cf other western states.
class at Princeton University and have Esther "engaged" to Randolph West,
was discovered on fire. The depart pected. Silver City Independent.
another student.
At the suggestion of Senator Gronna keen chums
ment answered the alarm promptly,
nas
uctiu
secretary
receiiuy
jane
Officer Takes Him Back.
but the fire had gained such headway
tc revert to the earlier practice and
that it was impossible to save it.
For some time "Jack Venner" has
the
lands in large bodies
ALASKA
CONNECT
The house, one of the handsomest been endeavoring to eke out an ex- designate
CAN
HOW UNCLE SAM
and most modern in Raton, is today istence within the classic and pastor- alter it is determined that they are
law.
as required by the
practically a complete wreck. It is al
He r.onirrigable,
precincts of Alamogordo.
WITH THE UNITED STATES.
not know how the fire originated, but hawked for the Alamogordo hotet He has accordingly issued approone apparently reasonable theory is a' the trains and 'tis said, induced priate instructions to the geological
that it was caused by a gasoline ii any a traveler to partake of the hos- purvey, which is charged under the
with the preparation of
stove. Mrs. Edmunds was quite 11'
until it was finally department
BERING1
of lands enterable under this
lists
in her room up stairs and Mr. Ed- telry's hospitality
the
closed down a month ago. Then he
This change will have the effect
munds started a fire in the gasoline found
lw.
employment at the Southwest- of greatly expediting the designation
stove in the kitchen to heat some ern
where he remained until
hotel,
to
water for his wife, then returned
ai lands under this law.
her bedside to take care of her. Short- Chief Pace pierced his mask and his
alias and took him back to Fort Bliss
ly after this they noticed the room
from whence it is said be took a long
ESCAPE WHEN
getting full of smoke and returning lr hike some time
ago because he did
the kitchen Mr. Edmunds discovered
A BUILDING FALLS
rot like the fare set before him by the
it a mass of flames.
chefs
of
Uncle
Sam's
army.
About all that was saved was soma
Battle Creek, Mich., Aug. 11
While here he was "Jack Venner,'
of the furniture from down stairs, all
girls and nearly as many
A.
Twenty
of the furniture in the up stairs being which was an alias for Robert
narrowly escaped death
destroyed. The loss is in the neigh- Rogers, supposed to be his true workmen
a three-whicborhood of nine thousand
dollars, cognomen or the name at least by when the Zelinsky building,
from
structure
brick
extending
to
the
and
officers
story
he
is
known
covered
insurance.
Raton
partly
by
to.
st
to
Main
sneer,
biaie
privates in Troop A, Thirteenth
Reporter.
lapsed Thursday morning. The workalrv U S. A.
Seriously Injured.
cellar excavating
fr Rnsrprs
.Itv fu
- - llieil were in the
w allowed "D
Saturday afternoon, while J. C.
when they undermined the party wall.
Blickenstaff and son were driving on that he deserted.
Zel- Main street near the postoffice Mr.
Mr. Rogers stoutly denied the alle- The State street frontage of the
followonce
in
at
caved
block
Ininsky
Blickenstaff was quite seriously
gation.
2(1
His testimony had no apparent in- ed by the Schoder building. Here
jured when the shaft of the vehicle
became misplaced, which scared the fluence on Officer Pace, who insisted girls were running mangles for the
Uoyce laundry. Their machines were
'aLREAP
torn from in front of them and depositBUILT
EA1LEOADS
O)
ed In a mass in the cellar and tfiey
were showered with flying debris but
PROPOSED RftJLRQADS
MjT
not one was seriously injured. Police
hurriedly cleared the remaining por.STEAMBOAT LINES
1
tions of both buildings.
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WESLEY O. CONNER, Jit
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
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St.
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young ponies for
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either riding or driving.
Mcllride, .Main
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FOR RENT A three or six
Ixtise furnished or unfurnished.
p y to V. S. l.owitzki.
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furnished v
FOR RENT--Fine- ly
near
modern
capilo1
house,
roiuo,
Can give possession
September or
to respon- October 1st. Reasonable
ibi. healthy people. Telephone 12:1.1.
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rooms.

If KNT
furnished
Apply L'l'i (Irani Ave.

THE

BOOK,

Th People's Common
Sense Medical Adviser
newly revised
edition-- of
1008
pages, answers hosts
of delicate questions
which every woman,
sinnleormarried,ouRht
to know. Sent FREE
in cloth binding to any
address on receipt of
31 one-cen- t
stamps, to
cover cost of wrapping
and mailing onlv.

cent stamps.

Montana
It will not pay you to waBte your FRATERNAL
Mexico ami highest over
and (lie Dtikotns. Over the North Pa- time writing" out your legal forms
cific const states clear weather preMASONIC.
when you can get them already printvails, and it is generally cloudy in
Montezuma
Lodge
the Rocky Mountain districts. Light ed at the New Mexican Printing
No. 1, A. P. & A. M.
Utah
in
occurred
showers
Colorado,
Company,
Regular communiArizona and New Mexico, and it is
cation first Monda)
warmer iu the Rocky mountain states.
of each month at
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
Conditions are favorable for showMaionlc
Hail at
the officer to ers this afternoon, tonight or Tuts- - working for you, for Santa Fe and
cided to accompany
7:30.
th"enew state.
the scenes of his recent army lifer! day, in this section,
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
and, on the train. he leluctantly ad- !CHAS. E LLYNEY. Secretary.
mitted to Mr. Pace that he was the
party wanted that he in fact had de- THEV'RE HAVING A HARD TIME GETTING
Santa Fe Chapter No
serted from his troop at Washington
1, R. A. M.
Regular
4
on
of
June
El
this
year.
Park.
Paso,
WHITE HOUSE BABV REALLY AND
convocation
second
Officer Pace did his duty as prompt
Monday of each month
TRULY ENGAGED.
ly as possible, turning his man over to
at Masonic Hall at
the military authorities at Fort Hliss
7:30 p. m.
and then returning to his duties her".
J. A. MASSIK,
Just what "Jack's"' tare will he f.ir
H. P.
ARTHUR
SELItJMAN,
the next few days is not at this tinv
Secretary.
known.
Hut it will doubtless he a plenty
Santa Fe Conimanflery
of he prescribed military brand iu
No. 1, K. T. Regular
such cases made and provided
conclave fourth Mon
day iu each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

he go with liim to Fort Bliss last
Saturday evening' and tell his troubles
to Uiu colonel. Me tried to evade the
(jfttcer, and when found was in a room
in the Southwestern hotel,
under the sweltering shade of
a canvas cot.
After an ineffectual effort to talk
Mr. Pace out of it, he reluctantly de
ti--

self-stow-

In your race for success don't loose sight of the fact that only
through good health can you attain Buccess.
The tension you must necessarily place upon your nerves, and the
sacrifice of proper exercise .you :have to make at times must be
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CALIFORNIA PROPERTY.
one contemplating coming to
California to reside, and wishing to
acre or up
purchase a home wiih
can save money by addressing me as
have several properties for sale on
easy terms. All are in 1is Angeles
county, on the best electric car line
City.
reaching out of Los Angeles
(Write me. stating what you desire
Jtml I will send you description w.ith
All have
prices, terms and .location.
jabundance of water. Climate the very
'best.
have a house in the city also
eight rooms, in good location, on
a
'ot Chas. T. Alleman, Box
California.
oil, Willowbrook,

E. C

Any

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 3, 14th deand Acgree. Ancient
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
Cathedral.
Scottish Rite
Visiting
Masons are cordially invited to attend,
E C. ABBOTT 32
Venerable Master
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.

1

1

'

1

j

i
i

,,.

i

E.
Depart merit of the Interior, United
Santa Fe LodgeNo States
Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
P. O. a.
460, B.
2S. 191 :i.
bold
its regular July
Republication.
leislon on the secNotice is
that the
ond
and fourth Shite of Newhereby given
and by
under
Mexico,
Aflnh
nf
nnrfncuiliiv
'" ",p Act of Congress approv
month.
VlUtm."'1""
brothers are lnvi'v ed June L'Hih, 19IU, has made applica
tion for the following described, i;n-- I
ed and welcome.
appropriated, unreserved and
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
public lands in the State of
Exalted Ruler,
I. P. O.

New Mexico:

C. H. WILSON

re

Santa

day each month, social meeting third
Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visit
ing neignbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.

Mon-day-

every

Fourth

Friday of
the month at 8
o'clock p. m.
Meeting in K.
of P.
Hall over
Kaune's store.

visiting

Knights are most
cordially Invited.
C

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds Its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and wet
come.
BENITO ALARID, President.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
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Finds ready answer in

drape-Nut- s
and Cream.
A ragular morning dish is just the thing
these Summer days for anyone who wishes to
be "quite fit" for a day of strenuous activity.

made of whole wheat and
malted barley, provides "true nourishment in
appetizing form for both body and brain.
Grape-Nut-

s,

" There's a Reason " for
GRAPE-NUTS- .

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

THE WEATHER
The temperature yesterday ranged
from 69 degrees at 5:05 a. m. to 84 at
noon. The average relative humidity
was 58 per cent. There were showers and thunder storms in the vicinity and a sprinkle of rain over the
city. On Saturday the range of temperature was 56 to 81 and the average relative humidity was 53 per cent.
At 8 o'clock this morning the temperature was 58 degrees here, in
other cities it was as follows:
Amarillo, tie; msmarcn, o; Lsoise,
58; Cheyenne, 52; Dodge City, 74;
t4; uranu
Durango, 58; rlagstair,
Junction, 64; Helena, 50; Kansas City,
76; Lander, 50; Lob Angeles, 60;
52; Phoenix, 70; Portland, 60;
Pueblo, 64; Rapid City, 58; Roseburg,
54; Roswell, 68; Salt Lake, 64; San
Francisco, 58; Spokane, 56; Tonopah,
52; Winnemucca, 58.
Local Data.
Highest temperature yesterday, 84.
Highest temperature this date last
year, 86; lowest, 57. Extreme this
date, 41 years record, highest, 90 in
1888; lowest, 49 in 1879.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Gener
ally cloudy with local thunder show
ers tonight or Tuesday.
For New Mexico: Generally cloudy
with local thunder showers in northeast portion tonight or Tuesday.
Conditions.
The barometer is lowest this morning over southern Arizona and New
Mo-den-

Here is an interesting map showinj
how the bill of Senator Polndexter for
government

development

of

Alaska

will work out.
Your Uncle Sam will build a

Pit

c

IT

W

rail-

road from Cordova or somewhere

In

that general vicinity to the coal fields
and to the Yukon. Then he will oper,
ovu--

from cars into

steamers.
The steamers will then proceed

EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
8
Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexico
17-1-

Q. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M

Dentist.

San Diego on the south.

J jKsANl

FBANCISCO

jn

packao-e--

,

from inc. up.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Over Spitz Jewelry 8tor
Rooms i, 2 and I.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. te I
And by Appointment

deliver the coal at the big Pacific coast
cities from Seattle on the north to

try dQup&rif They are just
as pure and wholesome as they
are delicious. We secured the
agency for the Huyler line
knowing there is nothing finer,
and because we know too that
will
unconsciously
people
judge the value of our stock
by the individual lines we
We will be glad to
carry.
have you judge this confec- tionery as soon as convenient

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

DR. W. HUME BROWN,
o

j

All other chocolates seem
just ordinary after you once

-

s--

is railroad to the port where the coal
will be dumped

Visiting broth-

. Chas. H. Easley
Chas. F. Easley,
EASLEY & EA3 LEY,
aw.
Attorney
Practice in the Courts and Deters
Laad Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Eatu
cla, N. M.

up coal fields and mine coal.
Next thing is to ship the coal

Santa Fe Lodg.
meets regularly
cvcijr luuisuajr ev till Lift al o u vi
in Odd Fellows Hull,
erg always welcome.

Normal

Superb
Chocolates

Lodge
of

meets
Pythias
Second and
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7Iti3,
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No. 2, Knights

II. F. STEPHENS, C.
REIXGARDT. K. of R. and S.
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All

Serial

Work for the New Mexican. It Is
working for you, for SaDta Fe and
the new state.

H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.

Santa Fe

N., R. 14

j

s

month at the
Fireman's Hall.

j

S

versely, or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity
In Filp nhieetimiR tn such location or
selection with the Register and
loeiver of the 1'nited States Land
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, and to
establish their interest therein, or the
jmineial character thereof.
FRANCISCO I)KLC,T)0,
i
Register.
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S
Sec. 5, Twp.
SW
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Subscribe for the Santa F fte
Mexican, the paper that boosts al)
the time and works for the upbuilding of our new 8tatv
It will not pay you to waste your

time wrting out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing

A. T., & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE
Effective January 1st,

1913- -

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con.
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-of- f
with
Albuquerque
y
train for Clovls and v'enoa
points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:30
a. m.
Vat-le-

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.
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Are you ambitious to own your own home?

Have you been waiting because you thought lots
were too high?
One MASTER opportunity is now offered you in the
Don Diego addition. These are the most desir- able lots on the South Side. Four blocks from
the Capitol.
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A SMALL PAYMENT

DOWN AND $10 A MONTH WILL START

YOU IN AS YOUR OWN LANDLORD.
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It is not necessary to tell the WISE ones, that are
right now "harvesting," of the sledge-hamm- er
blows that are being used to wake up some of
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the real assets that we have here.
Such an opportunity as we offer you y
will not
be had again. Prices we ask you will be five
times as high in the very near future.
to-da-
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Six hundred feet of large water mains have recently
been completed.
Reached either from Cerrillos Street or .Gahsteo

and Buena Vista Avenue.
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we urge you to take advantage of this sale. We
JJjose contemplating to build to adopt the
New
Fe plan.
These lots are rolling and well drained.
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